Communications Policy

Definitions

“Business day” – A day on which the University is open and in session, not including any Saturday, Sunday or statutory holiday in the province of Nova Scotia.

“Visual identity” – Is the visual aspect of a brand such as logo designs, fonts, photos, and any other visuals which act to convey the brand.

“Brand” – A composition of everything tangible and intangible that serves to evoke an overall experience when an individual hears about or interacts with it. This can include a visual identity, auditory sounds, mental concepts, or an organizational promise.

“Official DSU Channel” – A medium of communication used to represent the voice of the DSU.

“Membership” – The whole of Dalhousie registered students.

“University” – Dalhousie University.

Purpose

The transparency and promotion of work done by the Union are fundamental characteristics of a democratic and well-functioning organization. Diverse and well-reasoned ideas, approaches, and experiences are also essential parts of inclusion and equity. As such, the Union is committed to the respectful exchange of ideas. This policy serves to establish the authorities and parameters with which the Union will carry out its communications, ensuring a consistent, clear and professional presentation of information.

Scope
The following procedures apply to any communications involving the Union, including:

- Use of the DSU logo
- Press releases and official statements
- Marketing strategies and promotional materials for DSU services and events
- Electronic communications
- University and external lobbying campaigns
- Internal communications initiatives
- Societies and constituencies wishing to use DSU images, messaging, and/or official channels

Statement

1. **General Regulations**

1.1 As Official Spokesperson for the Union, the President will be first informed of any requests for interviews and before issuing any public statements on behalf of the DSU.

1.2 No other Executive Officer, staff member, or volunteer with the DSU shall make public statements on behalf of the DSU without previous consultation and written approval from the President.

1.3 The Executive Committee shall have the right to publish and distribute press releases, membership advisories and all other communication materials to the membership as it deems necessary and in accordance with bylaw 5.3.

1.4 Previous to the release of any materials, statements, appearances for an interview, or DSU protests or demonstrations, the Communications and Outreach Coordinator for the Union should be consulted for guidance and feedback.

1.5 The Communications Team members are:

   1.5.1 The Vice-President, Internal;
   1.5.2 The Communications and Outreach Coordinator;
   1.5.3 The Graphic Designer and Campaigns Coordinator.

1.6 The Communications Team shall be responsible for:

   1.6.1 Promoting the mission, vision, and goals of the DSU;
   1.6.2 Coordinating official responses of the DSU;
   1.6.3 Advising appropriate roles and departments on possible, or actual, media responses and public responses;
1.6.4 Establishing and maintaining a coherent brand for the DSU, its departments, services, and offices.

1.7 Business of the Union, including any official decisions or requests, shall only be conducted through “@dal.ca” email accounts to ensure information can be securely conveyed, appropriately archived, and reliable.

1.8 Feedback provided to the DSU via Official DSU Channels, excluding individual e-mail accounts, is to be acknowledged within 72 hours after said feedback is provided.

1.9 Agreements and/or partnerships with third parties to join campaigns or regularly share visual assets are to be made in a written agreement on the nature and goals of the relationship, the implications of said relationship to DSU membership, and brought forward to Council for approval, where appropriate.

1.9.1 One time use of third party materials, including electronic materials, must have written permission from the third party acknowledging its use and for what purpose.

2. Oversight

2.1 The Communications Team shall oversee the development and use of the following:

- 2.1.1 A DSU Visual Identity Guide, which will be the primary document outlining the appropriate use of images, fonts, key colour palettes and sub-palettes, and all logos associated with the DSU;
- 2.1.2 A DSU Brand and any subsidiary brands;
- 2.1.3 An annual engagement strategy
- 2.1.4 An annual consultation strategy
- 2.1.5 The Official DSU Channels
- 2.1.6 Advertising and Sponsorship
- 2.1.7 Emergency Response Communications Plans

2.2 All communications initiatives and projects that fall under this policy shall be created and planned in conjunction with the Communications and Outreach Coordinator.

2.3 Those individuals, groups, services, or business’ wishing to have promotional materials distributed/displayed through Official DSU channels will submit the relevant materials to the Communications and Outreach Coordinator a minimum of five business days prior to the desired date of distribution to be considered for promotion.

3. Official DSU Channels
3.1 The DSU will use, but is not limited to, the following mediums for marketing and communication purposes:

3.1.1 Print Media
3.1.2 Student Union Building Screens
3.1.3 Official DSU Website
3.1.4 Social Media
3.1.5 E-mail
3.1.6 Campus poster boards
3.1.7 Radio
3.1.8 Television and video
3.1.9 Tabling
3.1.10 Mobile App

4. Website/Social Media

4.1 Any new website or social media account meant to represent the DSU, or one of its departments/services/offices, must be approved by the Communications Team and contain appropriate branding.

4.2 Each DSU website or social media account must have one single designated account manager, with no more than two designated account managers, who will be held responsible for adherence to DSU Bylaws and Policies as well as copyright regulations.

4.2.1 Account access, including administrative privileges, to Official DSU Channels must be granted to at least one of: the Communications and Outreach Coordinator or Vice-President, Internal.
4.2.2 Account managers must meet annually with the Communications Team.

5. Print and Media Screens

5.1 All approved print and media screen imagery that represents a DSU event, service, office, campaign, or initiative must adhere to the DSU Brand or, if relevant, its subsidiary brand.

5.2 All print materials meant to represent the DSU, including but not limited to member guidebooks, the Handbook, media advisories, and written statements, shall abide by the DSU Brand, and be approved by the Communications Team.

5.3 Long-standing materials, such as the Handbook, will be decided on by the Communications Team in consultation with the DSU Executive Committee.
6. Advertising

6.1 All advertising relationships the DSU enters will:

   6.1.1 Outline a review process for measuring advertising outcomes;
   6.1.2 Outline an appropriate content review and approval process;
   6.1.3 Contain conditions regarding exiting an agreement if these conditions are not met.

7. E-mail

7.1 All e-mail accounts of the DSU will contain a designed signature in accordance with the relevant DSU Brand and will include:

   7.1.1 The staff or volunteer’s name;
   7.1.2 The position title;
   7.1.3 The department, service, or office;
   7.1.4 Contact information

7.2 E-mail accounts are the property of the DSU and should not be viewed as personal accounts.

7.3 Membership wide e-mails should be restricted to no more than once per week, with the exception of events that require immediate or frequent attention.

   7.3.1 It is the responsibility of the Communications and Outreach Coordinator to make the appropriate arrangements for Membership wide e-mails through the Student Affairs Office of the University.

8. Restrictions

8.1 Official DSU Channels will not be made available for personal use.

8.2 The creation, transmission, publication, or distribution of material or comments which are obscene, racist, discriminatory, defamatory, fraudulent, or otherwise illegal or that is likely to create any liability or cause harassment, is deemed to be unacceptable use of Official DSU Channels.

8.4 It is prohibited to attempt to conceal or falsify the authorship of any form of communication.
8.5 The DSU shall own materials commissioned for DSU use, including by not limited to: graphic design, photography, video and multimedia, and audio assets.

8.5.1 All materials should be accompanied by appropriate licenses, release forms, and/or written permission from the content creator for publication.
8.5.2 The DSU should be the sole branding present on published materials, excluding where agreements and/or partnerships are present, in writing, where appropriate.

8.6 Commentary that does not abide by DSU Bylaws and Policy is subject to removal, at the discretion of the Communications and Outreach Coordinator in collaboration with the Communications Team.

8.7 Commentary deemed inappropriate can be archived and removed, and a public post, where appropriate, is to be made to clarify why particular commentary has been removed.

9. **Branding and Visual Identity**

9.1 The DSU will maintain a consistent logo and visual identity in identifying itself to its Membership, University Administration, in government relations, and to the public.

9.2 Each department, service and office of the DSU will have its own visual identity under the broader DSU Brand.

9.2.1 When establishing a department, service or office visual identity, a comprehensive visual identity guide must be proposed prior to any individual elements being approved and implemented.

9.3 Each department, service, and office of the DSU must adhere to its own visual identity.

9.4 All materials, including electronic materials, distributed using Official DSU Channels must be approved by the Communications Team.

9.5 All visual identity elements may not be altered without written permission of the Communications Team.

9.6 DSU Branding and visual identity elements may be used by external organizations, student societies, University departments and community groups, in materials, including electronic materials, with written permission from the Communications and Outreach Coordinator and/or a mutual agreement on appropriate DSU Brand usage.
10. **Style Guidelines**

10.1 Information distributed through any channel should be presented consistently, clearly, and at minimum, meet accessibility standards for that platform.